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Abstract—Road industry has challenged the prospect of eco-construction. Pavements may fit within the framework of sustainable development. Hence, research implements assessments of conventional pavements impacts on environment in use of life cycle approach. To meet global, and often national, targets on pollution control, newly introduced pavement designs are under study. This is the case of Cyprus demonstration, which occurred within EcoLanes project work. This alternative pavement differs on concrete layer reinforced with tire recycling product. Processing of post-consumer tires produces steel fibers improving strength capacity against cracking. Thus maintenance works are relevantly limited in comparison to flexible pavement. This enables to be more eco-friendly, referenced to current study outputs. More specific, proposed concrete pavement life cycle processes emits 15 % less air pollutants and consumes 28 % less embodied energy than those of the asphalt pavement. In addition there is also a reduction on costs by 0.06 %.
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I. INTRODUCTION

GREENHOUSE gas emissions are constantly increasing and causing climate change effects. Reference [1] reports the case of Cyprus in which emissions are raising from 6 Mt CO₂-eq in 1990 to 12.2 Mt CO₂-eq in 2010. These projections demonstrated great influence in emission increase of fuel consumption in energy industries, transport and process related emissions from mineral products. Targeting reduction in air emissions, the current study introduces a new technique in road construction to minimize emissions mainly in energy, transport and mineral industry. Moreover the proposed “eco” pavement may derive additional benefits, such as minimizing traffic during maintenance actions or use recycle aggregates in layer mix design.

Life cycle approach was used to estimate the environmental and economical picture of the proposed long lasting rigid road pavement (LLRP). Transportation studies often compare environmental impact and energy consumption of alternative pavements following life cycle assessment methodology, as in [2]–[4]. On the other hand life cycle cost analysis (LCCA) is a very common in calculating pavement cost for the road constructor and mainly for the road user. The objective of the study is to present the environmental and economical evaluation of a rigid steel fiber reinforced roller-compacted concrete pavement (SFR-RCC) constructed in Cyprus as a demonstration project within the work framework of EcoLanes FP6 STREP project funded by EU, titled “economical and sustainable pavement infrastructure for surface transport” project. For comparison purpose, it includes also four alternative pavements: bituminous flexible and three wet, reinforced or not, concrete.

EcoLanes aimed the development of pavement infrastructure using roller compaction techniques, based on existing asphalt laying equipment, and dry concrete mixes reinforced with steel tire-cord fibers. This new construction concept was expected to reduce construction costs, construction time, energy consumption in road construction; to minimize maintenance; to use post-consumer materials in road construction; and to make tire recycling more economically attractive [5]. The results of the project were validated by constructing full-scale demonstration projects in four diverse European climates and economies: Cyprus, Romania, Turkey and United Kingdom [6].

II. LIFE CYCLE APPROACH IN PAVEMENT CONSTRUCTION

LCA studies the environmental aspects and potential impacts throughout pavement life cycle: acquisition and processing of raw materials; construction and maintenance activities; distribution of materials and equipment from and to the construction site; traffic congestion during construction and maintenance; usage; and end of life, accounting for road demolition [7].

This ‘holistic’ approach has been constantly used and gradually developed in road industry research. Generally the main objective was to produce new construction techniques to minimize any potential negative impacts and, not rarely, to evaluate the use of waste materials as a recycling alternative.
However there is an increase risk of toxic substances leaching behavior, leading to the restriction in the by-products reused, such as the authorities in Sweden [8]. Comparing disposal scenarios of bottom ash in Denmark, it was concluded that water eco-toxicity is less in the case of landfilling than utilization in road construction [9]. Though there are greater potential savings of natural gravel in road scenario. Blast furnace slag (BFS) produced in iron extraction, was also rejected in France as an alternative material for road construction, even though it contributes to BFS recycling [10]. Yet some of the by-product constructions, such as the BFS and crushed concrete, showed greater environmental benefits compared to conventional construction [2], [11]. This can, though, be reversed by modifying the transportation distance ratio of the by-product to natural aggregate [12].

On the other hand, LCCA evaluates the economic values of a product’s life cycle processes and flows. Rather often LCCA is used as an investment decisions tool. The analysis can demonstrate cost advantage among pavement alternative designs prior the construction phase. University of Michigan concluded that concrete overlay costs less than hot mixed asphalt overlay. Yet user cost accounts for more than 80% of total life cycle cost since cost distribution is driven by traffic parameters [7]. However concrete pavement has extensive life cycle to 40 years, half of the asphalt pavement, therefore maintenance works cost dominates on asphalt pavement life cycle cost [6]. In addition SFR-RCC reinforcement used in Cyprus demonstration can replace the expensive purchase and installation cost of rebars. Tire recycling plants may also be a more desirable facility for deposit than landfilling, in which there is high taxation fee.

III. DEMONSTRATION SITE IN CYPRUS

The area under investigation is located in Paphos rural district and is situated between the villages Pentalia, Galataria and Koilinia. Fig. 1 shows the road location (in circle) as part of the two-lane Galataria-Koilinia rural road. The area is hilly to mountainous with altitude 740 m above sea level [13]. Demonstration pavement covers an area of 60 m², length 40 m and width 6 m.

The demonstration pavement design is in accordance with the recommendations of the Romanian Standard NP 081-2002 which is mostly very near to the Cyprus “Public Work Department Design Pavement Manual”. The pavement design is illustrated in Fig. 2. Due to the previous landslides, it was recommended by the Cyprus Geological Survey Department that the road should not be disturbed. Therefore prior pavement construction, the asphalt wearing course was only ground up using milling machine and the existing foundation (local stone) was maintained [13].

Fig. 2 Demonstration pavement design (AWC: asphalt wearing course, BF: ballast foundation, SG: sub-grade)

SFR-RCC laying included works implemented in asphalt placement. Firstly SFR-RCC mixture was fed into an asphalt paver, in which placed it in a single 30cm-layer thick. Compaction followed from the surface by using the tamping, vibrating, and pressing compacting systems of the paver and vibratory rollers. Fig. 3 shows compaction works by a roller. This resulted in working width, 25cm-paving depth, transverse road profile, surface accuracy, and surface texture of the highest possible quality achievable for roadway pavements. Finally an asphalt top layer was placed for better riding surface and noise reducing properties [14].

Fig. 3 Roller compacting SFR-RCC layer during demonstration day.
IV. OVERALL METHODOLOGY

LCA and LCCA were implemented for five alternative pavements, shown in Fig. 2 and 4. This included an Inventory Analysis to assemble input data from local and literature sources. Visits were organized to industries for data collection, such as, quarries, asphalt plant, concrete plant, cement plant, road constructors etc. In order to execute work, actions involved collection of data for energy consumption, air emissions and costs, and, in addition, relevant information, i.e. material quantities, mixing designs for asphalt and cement concrete, laying equipment time, purchase costs, labor costs, laying costs, transportation distances etc.

Finally the dataset was inputted in a LCA and LCCA software tools, named Gabi and CUT (developed by Cyprus University of Technology) respectively. The output parameters were used for an Impact Assessment in order to derive conclusions on the alternative pavements’ results.

![Fig. 4 Alternative pavement design structures under study.](image)

V. RESULTS

Output parameters of the LCA and LCCA were used to assess of alternative pavements impacts on environment and market prices. Life cycle duration of every pavement was set equal to 40 years in order to have a common scale of comparison. The chosen impact indicators are: (i) primary energy consumption in MJ; (ii) embodied energy consumption in MJ; (iii) overall airborne emissions in kg; (v) construction and maintenance calculated (overall) costs in euro currency; (vi) agency costs in euro currency; (vii) and user costs in euro currency.

A. Energy resource consumption and environmental impact indicators

Energy consumption in system processes is defined as primary and produced in local plants. However, embodied energy is to find the sum of the energy necessary for a pavement life cycle. In more specific embodied energy is the sum of primary and feedstock energy, which was included in bitumen used for asphalt and prime/tack coat production. The reason is that crude oil is an energy source but in this case of bitumen production is not being used as an energy source [4].

In Table 1 shows energy consumption and air emissions results. Energy (primary or embodied) consumption is quite lower in the SFR-RCC pavement relevant to the other alternatives. More specific the SFR-RCC pavement consumes around 59 % less total energy (primary or embodied) than the asphalt pavement does. Wet concrete pavements’ energy consumption is elevated in comparison to the proposed pavement. The reason of the insignificant difference on the energy consumption of the wet concrete pavements is the similarity in road design and mix design.

Total air emissions of the SFR-RCC pavement are the lowest values with almost 58 % less than the asphalt pavement. The reason is the rehabilitation activities of the asphalt pavement in 20 years, at the middle of the pavement life cycle. The wet concrete pavements have less environmental loadings than the asphalt pavement. Diversity on concrete layer depth and mix design causes the above variation on values. Wet (plain) concrete pavement holds greater values due to higher layer depth.

Based on LCA results the proposed SFR-RCC pavement is found as the most environmentally sustainable alternative in the road construction industry.

![Table 1 Results of energy consumption and air emissions](image)

B. Cost analysis

Cost analysis results are summarized in Table 2. Regarding overall (construction and maintenance) cost, wet concrete reinforced with rebars pavement costs are the highest in relation to the other four alternative pavements. This occurs mainly due to the raw material purchase costs and mainly to the high purchase cost of rebars. The SFR-RCC pavement construction is the least expensive, approximately 15 % less than wet concrete reinforced with rebars pavement cost, due to...
the lower maintenance costs and raw material purchase costs. Similarly the alternative agency cost of the alternative pavements reveals higher values in the case of the wet concrete reinforced with rebars pavement. The SFR-RCC pavement agency cost is 16 % less than the wet concrete reinforced with rebars pavement agency cost. Asphalt pavement holds the lower agency cost because of the lower construction cost. User cost of the rigid pavements is 94 % less than asphalt pavement cost. Hence the asphalt pavement will cause the highest inconvenience to the road users. The reason of the higher user cost is the maintenance works, especially the necessary rehabilitation of the pavement in the middle of the pavement life-cycle.

Based on LCCA output, user cost of asphalt pavement is much higher than the rigid pavements. This cost is more significant as minor inconvenience of road users is more desirable, even if the agency cost of the SFR-RCC pavement is higher than the asphalt pavement. This occurs because of the rehabilitation activities in the asphalt pavement every 20 years. In this process the asphalt layers are milled and re-layered.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion the proposed SFR-RCC pavement represents an environmental sustainable design for road construction industry. Aiming to green technologies and methodologies for construction, it is an ideal alternative for every part of the globe. Plain design methodology, common laying and material production equipment and less environmentally loadings, SFR-RCC pavement may be the ideal new approach in road construction.

Moreover SFR-RCC pavement is a more economically preferable alternative than the traditional asphalt pavement and the wet-consistency concrete pavements. Finally the asphalt purchase and laying costs affect the asphalt pavement final cost.

At the end the LCA dataset should be revised and updated with in-situ monitoring of emissions. Although this is an extremely difficult to achieve task, data quality is significant to be obtain for more accurate conclusions. These data are unavailable in local level, and therefore authors were forced to use literature sources. However most of the cases emission factors published by international and European organization may not apply in a specific region.
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